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DEAR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS,
We have reached our final week of the term and it was a pleasant moment to 
observe the excitement of the graduating classes preparing for their gradu-
ation and performing well on the day. We thank all parents who attended the 
events and made your child proud to see you there for them, Alhamdulillah.

We will also soon bid our Year 12s farewell as they enter tertiary education. 
Their graduation is next in line, InshaAllah. 

PAT TEST
The PAT test done in week 4 this term will assist teachers with planning stu-
dents’ progress for 2022 inshaAllah. The Pat tests are not implemented to 
test students’ academic achievement thus are not reflected in the students’ 
academic report. The tests are done mainly to:

Diagnose starting points:
Establish what students are capable of, then challenge them at the appropri-
ate level for effective learning.

Monitor student progress:
Assess at recommended intervals to measure learning growth over time. Re-
porting at an individual, group or year level is quick and easy.

HS SCHOOL CAMP
The school camp is an integral component in the school’s curriculum. It in-
volves careful planning that links to the Australian Curriculum Standards 
(ACARA) and is designed to instil sense of independence and promote lead-
ership skills in our students. We would like to thank all parents who have 
entrusted us with your children for the 3 days and 2 nights experience. In-
shaAllah it will be a meaningful and great experience for your child.

SEMESTER TWO EXAMS
We wish our students the best in their exams, and we hope they make the 
most of this time to develop and hone their academic skill set. This oppor-
tunity will be hard work for all, including the teachers who write and mark 
the papers. But like all opportunities for our students, the reward from the 
experience will be directly proportional to the effort put in.

ACADEMIC REPORTS
The academic reports will be emailed to all parents on Friday, 17 December 2021 
inshaAllah. If you have changed your email address, please notify the school by 
emailing it to admin@iqracollege.sa.edu.au

DATES & EVENTS

#GREATMINDS

NEWSLETTER

“GREAT MINDS HAVE 
THE FACULTY OF SAYING 
A GREAT DEAL IN A FEW 
WORDS.”

8 – 10 DEC
HS CAMP

10 DEC
LAST DAY OF SCHOOL

20 DEC
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
ANNOUNCEMENT
(INTERNAL STUDENTS)

21 DEC
SCHOLARSHIP EXAM
(EXTERNAL AND
INTERNAL APPLICANTS)

TERM DATES 2022

TERM 1: 31 JAN – 14 APR
TERM 2: 2 MAY – 8 JULY
TERM 3: 25 JULY – 30 SEPT
TERM 4: 17 OCT – 16 DEC

mailto:admin%40iqracollege.sa.edu.au?subject=


SCHOOL ANONYMOUS SURVEY FOR PARENTS, STUDENTS AND STAFF
We thank all parents, students and staff who have completed the school survey to help us evaluate the year as part 
of our effort to provide quality education experience for our students and families. We value your constructive feed-
back and look forward to a more productive 2022 inshaAllah. 

QR code for immediate feedback is also available onsite and on the school’s website.

STRATEGIC PLAN 2022 – 2024
Our work continues and our 2022 – 2024 strategic plan had been constructed with your feedback and input in mind. 
You can find the strategic plan on the school website.

PARENTS AND FRIENDS COMMITTEE
The PFC will be having their first meeting in the first week of the school holidays. We thank all parents who have both 
nominated and will be contributing to the school’s development and activities.

CAD DESIGN & 3D PRINTING

Our year 7 & 8 class were challenged with designing their own automotive vehicles. Their engineering and design 
skills were put to the test for this class project, which involved getting students to try and make their automotive ve-
hicle travel the furthest distance on its own. Students were given the option to design their vehicles using Autodesk 
Tinkercad and print them out using our new Dremel 3D45 3D Printers. A self-evaluation was completed at the end 
of this project to help strengthen the students engineering process skills.
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

With the official opening of our 
brand-new STREAM Lab (30th 
September 2021), our students 
have been very excited.

In term 4, our students have been 
involved in many class projects 
utilizing these high-tech facilities, 
which include:

NEWS FEATURE: STREAM LAB



Our year 10 English class also incorporated their own creativity to CAD design and 3D print their own inventions. 
This included a multi-functional robot (Rogayah ABUL KHAIR), French fries and dipping container (Hooda ELTA-
HIR) and a revolutionary new backpack (Batoul EDREES). Students were also tasked with communicating and 
documenting their project, including marketing their inventions to a range of audiences.

ROBOTICS & AUTOMATION

Computer programming and robotics is a future industry that is high in demand. At IQRA College, we provide 
learning opportunities for our students to develop these key digital literacy skills that they will need for their future 
careers. Having a deep understanding of how hardware and software work together to process data, decomposing 
real-world problems and working collaboratively are all important for preparing our students for their future lives.

We have also recently launched our new STREAM Academy, for all year levels. A club dedicated to inspiring our 
young innovative students in the areas of STREAM (Science, Technology, Religion, Engineering, Arts and Maths). 
The club activities include robotics and automation, as well as computer programming and game design.

Insha’allah next year, we aim to represent IQRA College and enter into the major science competitions in South 
Australia. We hope to do the school and the Muslim community proud!
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

Class Level: Reception (by Ms Sarah Waller)

Digital Technology  - Learning with iPads

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1. Recognise and explore digital systems (hardware and 
software components) for a purpose.
2. Participate in guided investigations and make observa-
tions using the senses.
3. Engage in discussions about observations and represent 
ideas.

RECORDING OUR OBSERVATION:
OBSERVE • CAPTURE • QUESTION • RESEARCH • PHOTOGRAPH • TALK

This term our STREAM topic is cars, with a focus on wheels. We collected information about 
the different kinds of wheels and their uses, by exploring our classroom in search of wheels 
and we found LOTS! We recorded our observations by taking photos on our new iPads. We 
discussed how to use an iPad to take photos, to make sue we were very still when taking a 
photo, so we didn’t blur the photo, using the zoom function to get a closer look and using the 
video element to record wheels in action! We came back to the carpet to share our favourite 
image and tell our friends what we discovered or wondered about the wheels we found.
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

Class Level: Year 1s (by Ms Carmen Leung and Ms Hajar Mazra)

This term for STREAM, we are focusing on light and sound. We introduced the topic by 
brainstorming where light and sound comes from, what the sources of light and sound were 
and what questions we had about them. Students went around the classroom to look for light 
and sound sources and used the iPads to photograph their findings.

Fine tuning our colouring skills 
in Art

Using iPads in our ICT lesson to practice our spelling 
words, phonics, reading and comprehension.

Our weekly visit to the library to 
read and borrow new books.

Practising telling the time using 
mini clocks in Math.
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

Class Level: Year 2 (by Mr Zach Schwanck)

Force: Push Investigation

LEARNING OUTCOMEٍS:
1. A push or a pull affects how an object moves or changes 
shape.
2. Science involves observing, asking questions about, and 
describing changes in, objects and events.
3. Pose and respond to questions, and make predictions 
about familiar objects and events.
4. Participate in guided investigations to explore and answer 
question.
5. Use informal measurements to collect and record observations, using digital technologies 
as appropriate.
6. Compare observations with those of others.6. Compare observations with those of others.
7. Represent and communicate observations and ideas in a variety of ways.7. Represent and communicate observations and ideas in a variety of ways.

SNAPPY OVERVIEW OF WHAT YOU DID:
FORCES • PUSH • INVESTIGATE • PLAN  • EXPERIMENT  • PREDICT

As part of the year 2 STREAM program, the students are investigating pushing and pulling 
forces. Over the last two week students have discussed, planned, and tested an experiment 
that looked at different strengths of pushing forces. Student tested different ways of Appling 
force, such as bouncing, rolling, and throwing, as well as tested how changing the strength 
of a force impacts the object. Student took observations and made measurements using 
informal measurements in tables they created in the writing books. They tested each exper-
iment three times and were introduced to fair test as well as the scientific method.

The students show great enthusiasm when testing their forces, even though they needed to 
do it inside due to the rainy weather.
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

Class Level: Year 3 (by Ms Joanna McShane)

What an exciting term it had been! A lovely term knowing more about each other and 
learning together. In English, students have learnt how to write different genres of poetry. 
We read the book ‘Fire’, by Jackie French and Bruce Whatley. The children made lists of 
ambitious vocabulary and used these words to create some very beautiful poems. Our study 
of bushfires links to our learning in science on heat and temperature. Students participated 
in an experiment where they placed food colouring in a jar of cold and then hot water, 
concluding that molecules move faster in hot water and that heat is a form of energy. 

In Hass, we have explored what a community is and the significant places in our own 
communities. Students planned, designed, and presented a building of their choice and were 
included in our ‘Cardboard Box Community’. So far the students decision on our community 
to include a police station, a museum, an airport and even a V.I.P hotel had proven to be a 
successful idea. The product outcome was amazing! 

In other news, congratulations to our new student, Ahmed, who joined us this term and had 
successfully adapted to our school environment and routines. Well done Ahmed!

Bushfire Poetry

Haiku Poems Investigating coins in Maths
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

Class Level: Year 4 (by Mr Stephen Hafner)

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1. Forces can be exerted by one object on another through 
direct contact or from a distance.

2. Consider the elements of fair tests and use formal mea-
surements and digital technologies as appropriate, to make 
and record observations accurately.

PREDICT • OBSERVE • QUESTION • EXPERIMENT • 
EVALUATE

Year 4 students participated in hands-on, project work to in-
vestigate how forces can be exerted by one object onto an-
other through various forms of context. They experimented 
with the concepts of gravitational pull, pushes, friction and 
gravity.  
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

Class Level: Year 5 (by Ms Balgish Mydeen)

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
Year 5 focuses on mental health and well-being through chal-
lenge and adventure activities, ensuring safety by fostering 
teamwork through diversity.

Year 5 students went on an adventure at Woodhouse Ac-
tivity Centre where they displayed their sportmanship and 
team spirit in successfully managing the obstacles. Students 
scrambled on the Elephant Graveyard and Log Wall, swung 
on the Monkey Bar, went on the Tower Climb, crossed the 
Piranha Swamp and the Lava Crossing. Finding the riddles 
in the Labyrinth was food for the brain while Disc Golf helped 
stretch their aims.
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

Class Level: Year 6 (by Ms Arunima Pillai)

Camp

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
Team building activities incorporated with elements of HPE, 
Mathematics, Science and Literacy. Students develop capa-
bility in critical and creative thinking. 

Learning with fun !!!

Team building activities incorporated with elements of HPE, 
Mathematics, Science and Literacy. Students develop capa-
bility in critical and creative thinking 

TEAMWORK • EXPLORE • MATHS • FUN • REAL WORLD

Year 6 students actively participated in various challeng-
ing activities, and they have demonstrated the courage to 
try and complete most of the obstacles. Students encour-
aged and motivated their peers with enthusiasm. They have 
shown teamwork and great sportsmanship. 
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

HIGH SCHOOL

By Ms Afroza Sultana

We created Islamic Geometric Stained Glass inspired art this term. Students emerged in 
deep conversation discussing the significance of different shapes in Islamic art and what 
they represent. At our school, through art lessons, we build students creative and critical 
thinking skills not only to create but also to understand the purpose behind art.

Students put in practice their learning about merchandise display taught in Stage 1 Integrated 
Studies. They completed this challenge of creating a candy display for a specific target group to 
upsell this product. Hands on and practical activities are significant part of our learning structure 
for SACE subjects.
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“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”

HIGH SCHOOL

We learnt about poetry in year 7 EALD class. Students were given four jumbled up poems 
to separate them accordingly using their learning about rhythm and rhymes. Students were 
able to create their own poem with the jumbled lines which demonstrated their critical thinking 
and understanding of poetry.

In ‘Creative Skills Club’ we practice different creative skill every week. Last week students de-
signed their own clay succulent pot. One student took it home and put a succulent in the post 
which she was very excited to share. It is amazing when students are excited about school project 
even outside of school.
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